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IN A FEW WORDS
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Doctors Without Metaphors
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s I spoke, the family seemed to relax visibly,
and began to break into smiles. “Oh, that’s

onderful news, wonderful news!” I smiled too,
utomatically, although I did not think my
ews—a biopsy finding of advanced glomerulo-
clerosis, irreversible kidney failure—had been
o wonderful. It was true that this particular
idney biopsy had been done because of heavy
roteinuria and newly diagnosed kidney failure
n a man with a lung nodule; the working
iagnosis had been a paraneoplastic membra-
ous nephropathy, and the specter of lung cancer
ad been hanging over the scene for the last few
ays. My news made the possibility of cancer
ecede. The nodule eventually was found to be
enign, and we were left to deal with the
ftermath of the not-cancer diagnosis, the good
ews that wasn’t.

If the one-year mortality for new end-stage
idney failure exceeds that for most new
ancer diagnoses, why is it that this family,
ike many others, dreaded the latter more than
he former? The diagnosis of cancer, of course,
s rich with history, images, metaphors. Al-
hough the age of hiding cancer diagnoses—of
hispering them to relatives in corridors—has
aned, the fear of cancer has not.
The author and activist Susan Sontag, diag-

osed with advanced breast cancer in her
orties, protested the metaphorization of can-
er, writing in Illness as Metaphor: “The
ealthiest way of being ill is one most purified
f, and most resistant to, metaphoric thinking.
et it is hardly possible to take up residence in

he kingdom of the ill unprejudiced by the
urid metaphors with which it has been land-
caped.” She survived 30 years, long enough
o also protest the metaphors of plague and

ear that came to be associated with AIDS. She o
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rgued, in essence, that attaching a personality
o a biological illness was self-defeating and
nappropriate—that the personality of the ill-
ess then trumped the person with the illness.
I can see that metaphors might be self-

efeating or damaging. I remember one woman
ith metastatic cancer weeping, not because

he was dying, but because she couldn’t sum-
on the strength to ‘fight’ any more. In AIDS

linics, the virus is often personified as ‘smart’
r ‘tricky’ and able to circumvent treatments
hat are not taken regularly. Does this help
nsure compliance? The answer is not clear. In
act, in the cancer literature there is substantial
ebate about how and whether to use pugilistic
r sports metaphors in describing treatments.
But what set of images is the patient bring-

ng to the story, if personal experience or
opular culture does not inform his or her
nderstanding of the disease? What happens to
relatively obscure illness, one without well-

ecognized signs or symptoms—an illness
ithout metaphors?
Since the majority of our patients know

ittle about kidney disease before they meet us,
he story is really ours to begin. “Whether he
ants to be or not, the doctor is a storyteller,

nd he can turn our lives into good or bad
tories, regardless of the diagnosis,” wrote the
iterary critic Anatole Broyard, in his book
ntoxicated by My Illness. As a nephrologist, I
nd myself wondering what kind of story I
ave started for each patient. Do I tell a
orality tale to the patient with chronic hyper-

ension and diabetes, a story of warning and
atchfulness? Should it be a story of hope,
ith smooth waters on the horizon? Or a story

f inexorable decline, lassitude, and failure?
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I became very close with the patient who
eacted with such relief to the diagnosis of
dvanced kidney disease rather than cancer.
saw him progress, quickly and inexorably,

o dialysis-requiring kidney failure. I watched
im suffer with infections, fatigue, confu-
ion, and cramps. He lost his appetite, and
ecame weak and bedbound. He died less
han a year after I met him. To the end, I
on’t think that he or his family ever under-
tood that the news I had brought was bad, or
hat kidney failure itself had been the final
low to his fragile health. Perhaps it was for
hen again, that’s what oncologists used to
ay, in whispers, outside the rooms of pa-
ients who were pretending not to listen.
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he best that they did not really understand.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS

�A doctor, like a writer, must have a voice of his own, something that conveys the timbre, the
rhythm, the diction, and the music of his humanity, that compensates us for all the speechless
machines.�—-Anatole Broyard, Intoxicated by My Illness

In this space, we hope to give voice to the personal experiences and stories that define kidney disease.
We will accept for review nonfiction, narrative submissions up to 1,600 words, regarding the per-
sonal, ethical, or policy implications of any aspect of kidney disease in adults and children (acute
kidney injury, chronic kidney disease, dialysis, transplantation, ethics, health policy, genetics, etc).
Footnotes or references are discouraged.
Any submission which refers to real patients must be either unidentifiable or approved by the
patient(s) described. Submissions from physicians, allied health professionals, patients, or family
members are welcome.
Items for consideration should be submitted via AJKD’s outline manuscript handling site, www.
editorialmanager.com/ajkd. Questions or requests for assistance may be directed to the editorial
office staff at AJKD@tuftsmedicalcenter.org.
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